1. Let m(x) be a convex function for x^O, satisfying w(0)=0. If -1 <p< t», then the following inequality holds true:
Our argument yields that the sign of equality is excluded, but we shall not insist on this detail. The constant ep+l cannot be improved. To see this, we consider the function (0, Ogill, m(x) = < \(a + 1) x log x, l<x<<x>,a>p.
In this
Since a is any number greater than p, we see that ep+1 in (1) cannot be replaced by any smaller number. As &->1, kknk~;)->e, and we obtain the desired inequality (1).
3. The case £ = 0 is known as Carleman's inequality: if 2~li °» is a convergent series with positive terms, then 00 00 (3) E (aia2 '" a»)1/n < e E an.
l l
This follows immediately from (1). We observe that the series to the left attains its maximum if the terms of the given series are arranged in decreasing order. We then define m(x) as the polygon passing through the points (n, E" l°g (l/a"))> n = l, 2, • • • . In the interval (n -1, n), m'(x)=log (l/an), while m(x) m(n) 1 " 1 (4) -= -= -E log -• x w «i a.
As we cannot have equality in (4) for all n and x, (3) follows.
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